
Rocky the “robust” Reindeer

Instructions
1. Cut out the pattern pieces and stick together to look like that below:

***NOTE: Pattern pieces do NOT include seam allowance so leave enough space at the edge 
of each piece for the seams as you cut them out of the material***

Sorry if the pattern pieces are a bit inaccurate...it was a bit awkward getting them the right size for 
A4 printing...shouldn't cause any problems however...just round it off if there is a gap.

2. Cut out 2 of the upper pattern (reindeer shape shown above) out of the upper material.  Also cut 4 
ear pieces, 2 tail pieces and 1 head insert from the upper material.  

3. Cut the underside pattern (weird shape shown above) out of your underside material and close the 
hole in the underside with a straight seam.  

5. Sew the upper pattern pieces together (wrong sides facing) from the tip of the nose, down to the 
front of the neck...don't go too far down.  Now pin the head insert in place (from the nose, over the 
head and down to the back of the neck) and sew to each of the upper pattern pieces.  The end 
marked “nose” obviously joins at the point of the nose of the upper pattern pieces.

6. Sew the upper pattern pieces together from the back of the neck, down the back, stopping short of 
the “rump” (I like to leave a gap here for stuffing).

7. Pin the underside to the upper pattern pieces (wrong sides facing) and sew all the way round, 
shaping the legs and chest.  Turn through the hole in lower back or “rump” if you will.

8. For stuffing you will need something quite stiff, or just stuff firmly.  I put wooden barbeque 
skewers inside so that he is quite steady on his feet. I just took 2 skewers and taped them together at 
one end, splaying the other ends a little, wrapped them in stuffing and pushed them into the front 
legs and did the same for the hind legs.  I also put a skewer in to reinforce the neck and make sure 
he holds his head up high!

9. Sew round the tail (wrong sides facing) and once you are happy with the stuffing, close the hole 
in the rump and insert the tail as you do so.

10. Make up the ears and join one to each side of the head.

11. Make 2 holes in the top of the head and insert your antler-branches.  A little hot glue will hold 
them there in place.

12. Then place under your tree and enjoy the Christmas spirit he brings!
















